GIVE IT A DIVOT!

PENNWAY BLEND IS A HIT IN DES MOINES WHERE SUMMERS ARE HOT AND MEMBERS DEMAND PERFECTION.

"When the membership at Wakonda Club in Des Moines voted to replace their bluegrass/poa fairways with creeping bentgrass, I wasn't certain of its availability. Leon Williams from Williams Lawn Seed assured me that he could get an adequate supply of Pennway blend from Tee-2-Green Corp. in Oregon. I knew Tee-2-Green for quality Penn products, but I wasn't positive about Pennway. When I found that Pennway is 25% Oregon certified Penncross, 25% certified Penneagle and 50% creeping bent also from Tee-2-Green, I elected to use it over other bent blends available.

After one year, our fairways look superb and the membership raves. With our maintenance program, we have had no problem with thatch buildup, and we find that Pennway requires less water than our old bluegrass/poa fairways ... an important factor considering our droughty summer. Pennway? Yes. Give it a divot!"
Another banner year for Betasan.

Once again, most of the country’s top courses chose BETASAN.

Perhaps that’s because top superintendents know that BETASAN® herbicide is more effective, safer and longer lasting than all other crabgrass controls, including Dacthal* and Team**.

Or, maybe the reason is Betasan is the only preemergent crabgrass control that’s safe for bentgrass and all other turfgrasses, including established bluegrass, fescue, perennial, annual rye, bermudagrass, Zoysia, bahia, centipede and St. Augustine.

Either way, for over 20 years Betasan has been earning the trust of the most demanding and knowledgeable golf course superintendents in the country.

Isn’t it time you experienced the same confidence?

BETASAN is available in liquid formulation, as well as granular, to match any application need you may have.

For more information contact your local supplier, or call ICI Americas at 1-800-759-2500.

BETASAN

Trusted most by the best

* Dacthal is a registered trademark of Fermenta Corp.
** Team is a registered trademark of Elanco.

BETASAN is also marketed professionally under the trade names Bensume, Pre-San and Lescosan.
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How to handle

With the Hardbody's double-wall seamless construction and rust-resistant cargo bed, you don't have to worry when things pile up.

Want to take it with you? Better get a Hardbody King Cab® 4x4. Its powerful engine lets you tow up to 3,500 pounds.

Who says cab rides have to be uncomfortable? Not Nissan. Our trucks have plenty of headroom and legroom.
You can carry the weight of the world with a Hardbody V6. It has a 2,000 lb. payload and the largest cargo volume of any leading compact truck.

If job demands have you on edge, maybe it's time to seek some help.

The kind that you can get only from Nissan® Hardbody™ trucks.

Not only can they handle the daily abuse that's a part of doing business, they also do well over the long haul. Keeping maintenance costs, downtime and your blood pressure much lower.

And Hardbodies are available in a variety of configurations, all known for reliability, quality and longevity. With as much as 300,000 miles of use reported*

If you're ready to do something about the pressures of your business, talk to a Nissan Fleet Representative. Just call 1-800-323-5313 to locate the one in your area.

And make carrying a heavy workload a lot easier to deal with.

NISSAN

Nissan Fleet Sales.
Built for the Human Race.
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Turf-Seed products lead the RENOVATION REVOLUTION

Quality Turf Products Green-Up Your Bottom Line

Lawn renovation can be a profitable addition to an LCO's services, but like other programs, satisfied customers are the key to continued success. Along with professional technicians, proper equipment and timely service, the grass seed used make the long lasting impression that creates referrals. And Turf-Seed, Inc. has the premium quality seed for your program ... in your region. Ask for these products by variety name ... because it's really your name that's on the line.

Northern Turf Renovation
Perennial Ryegrasses
Citation II • Birdie II • Omega II • Manhattan II • CBS II Blend • 246 • 2DD • 2HH 'Charger'
Kentucky Bluegrass
Midnight • Challenger • Columbia • Galaxy Blend

Southern Turf Renovation
Tall Fescues
Olympic • Apache • Monarch • Silverado • Eldorado • Murietta • Triathalawn Blend
Perennial Ryegrasses
Citation II • Birdie II • Omega II • Manhattan II • CBS II Blend • 246 • 2DD • 2HH 'Charger'

TURF-SEED, INC.

PO Box 250, Hubbard, OR 97032
FAX 503-981-5626 TWX 510-590-0957
1-800-247-6910
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On being proud of your job

"There are a lot of great superintendents in the country."
These words from Milwaukee Country Club's Danny Quast, a superintendent himself, start the juices flowing. And there are a lot of other great landscape managers in the country, too. In my six years in the green industry, I've certainly met my share at conventions and in other travels across the land.

"You have to love this business and you have to be motivated," the likable Quast told me this summer, right in the middle of the driest, hottest drought in decades. "The members don't expect as much out of me as I do."

And that's the key.

If this is beginning to sound like a pep talk, maybe it is. Every once in a while, we all need a pep talk. A little "Vince Lombardi" to remind us that we're proud of what we're doing.

Just what is it that you're doing? You're beautifying our country. You're making it a pleasure for others to go to work. You're making it fun to take the kids outside on a nice spring day and roll around in the grass. You're making it a treat to take a day off from work and play a few holes of golf. In your own special way—think about this—you're making people more fully appreciate life.

And you're having fun doing it. You're not chained to a desk or locked in a room with a computer terminal. You, generally, are outside in the warm sunshine when many others are chomping at the bit to be unleashed.

Ken Erman is building supervisor at Edgell Communications. He is, typically, one of you. As he approaches retirement, he tells the story best.

"I've been at this all my life. I worked on a farm from the time I was nine. This was my life. I couldn't get enough of work."

"Was it hard work, Ken?"

"There are hard aspects. But it was worth it to see the product."

To see the results.

"Maybe it's hereditary. My dad was a great one for flowers."

You're a landscape manager. You're historically a hard worker. Hereditary or not, you take pride in seeing the final product. Thank you, one and all. And keep up the good work."
BEHIND EVERY GREAT PERFORMER IS A GREAT COACH

That's why so many winning equipment manufacturers sign Onan to their team. For almost half a century, Onan engines have been the first round choice of leading manufacturers.

Onan engines perform. Hundreds of thousands proving themselves every day. Performing under adverse conditions. Performing with power. Performing for years of trouble-free operation.

Onan builds winners by building winning relationships with equipment manufacturers. Partnerships based on common goals and dedication to customer service.

Great performance, great teamwork. An unbeatable combination.

Onan Engines
Built in the U.S.A.
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Burning turfseed fields means black plumes of smoke and possible danger for motorists.

Seed

Seed prices could escalate if legislation to limit field burning is passed in Oregon

Oregon seed farmers have been "feeling the heat" lately. Field burning, a key part of turfseed growing operations, was cited as the cause of a horrifying traffic accident on Oregon’s I-5 in August. Heavy smoke from the field blew across the highway near Albany, decreasing visibility like a curtain of heavy fog.

Shortly after the crash, in which seven people were killed and 38 injured, the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) banned field burning within a ¼-mile of all interstate highways. Since then, the ban has been expanded to a ½-mile “fire safety buffer zone” along I-5, with burning banned completely in the first ¼-mile of the zone. Burning in the second ¼-mile can take place only with increased state regulation. In addition, seven other highways in the state will be lined by a ½-mile buffer zone with burning banned within the first ¼-mile.

The new rules were issued via a 180-day Administrative Order that will be in effect until mid-February. After that time, the issue will again come before the DEQ for renewal.

“Ever since the accident occurred, people previously tolerant of field burning have come out in opposition to it,” says Dave Nelson, executive director of the Oregon Seed Council. The primary opponents are groups called End Noxious Unhealthy Fumes (ENUF), Oregonians for Clean Air, and Residents of Oregon Against Deadly Sprays and Smoke.

Members of these groups and others were among the 60 people present at a September public hearing where a state legislative committee heard the strongest opposition yet voiced against the 40-year-old practice of field burning. Opponents have joined forces with state Sen. Grattan Kearns (D-Eugene) in proposing legislation seeking to ban field burning.

The state’s emerging resistance to field burning has been more intense than that of the 1960s and 1970s when the state gained regulatory control of field burning and limited the practice to about 65 percent of the valley’s grass fields. The heat of the current debate led Bill Rose, owner of Turf-Seed Inc., to quip: “Oregon’s seed industry is respected all over the world—every place but Oregon.”

Nevertheless, Nelson is preparing to give the seed producers their fair say. “The industry is organizing to represent itself thoroughly,” said Nelson. However, “there’s no doubt in my mind that if field burning survives these attempts at banning it, the present rules will remain.”

Dennis Glaser, a seed farmer who owns more than 5,000 acres in the Willamette Valley, agrees that the days of field burning are numbered. “I don’t know that it’s going to be this year,” he said, “but I’m not optimistic. I’d say the practice will end within the next three years.”

The challenge for farmers, says Glaser, will be to produce the quality seed people have come to expect from Oregon without the benefit of burning, which reduces the threat of diseases (such as ergot and blind seed disease) and keeps prices down.

“Our future yields will be less, that’s a given,” adds Glaser. “Burning does unexplained things to a plant. There isn’t a mechanical way we know of that would do the same thing.”

The current Administrative Order covers approximately 30,000 to 40,000 acres of seed fields. Owners of these fields may have to resort to alternative methods of field sanitation: propane burning, chemical spraying, crew cutting and baling. All cost $50 to $70 more per acre than field burning.

Nelson and Glaser agree that a sense of urgency exists among Oregon farmers and university researchers to find an alternative to field burning.

“We’re not happy about what has happened, but don’t write us off,” adds Glaser. “We’re good learners and will do what we have to do to continue to produce the best quality seed in the world.”

—Will Perry
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